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Introduction—Vision: Past & Present  

For the ancient Maya the senses were invisible phenomena that invested life and meaning to spaces. 

Among the senses, sight played the leading role in socio-political expression and experience serving 

as the catalyst, or trigger, for the other senses. Archaeological, architectural, iconographic, and eth-

nographic evidence support this interpretation. For example, protruding eyeballs and hieroglyphs 

illustrate that sight was projective and procreative; that is, vision played a witnessing function and 

the power of sight changed the world (Houston, Stuart, and Taube 2006). Today, vision also plays 

an important role in ancient landscapes—as cultural resource management. UNESCO World Herit-

age sites as well as national and local policies, employ visibility, typically as viewsheds, as a factor 

in determining buffer zones for archaeological sites.  

While various computational methods exist to calculate visibility, key differences in results differ dra-

matically depending on data inputs primarily driven by purpose as well as data availability. In archae-

ological research, methods for non-urban landscapes differ in scale and data types from urban land-

scapes. In non-urban landscapes, site location, vegetation and topography are critical; in urban land-

scapes built-forms are essential. However, in many ancient (as well as historic and modern) cities, 

vegetation and topography have a grave impact on visibility, and thus cannot be analysed on a flat, 

planar surface devoid of vegetation. Interestingly, and, often in contrast, current cultural resource 

assessments of visibility for ancient cities take into account vegetation and topography, yet fail to 

take into account the full extent of cities—city centers are prioritized, disregarding the complexity of 

urban environments.  

Recently, 2D and 3D computational approaches to visibility have been developed that employ new 

and integrative approaches using network analysis, 3D GIS, and Virtual Reality. One of the most 

intriguing and insightful avenues builds on earlier more “traditional” scholarship via viewsheds to 

investigate perception and sensory experiences (Landeschi 2019). It is under these circumstances 

that this paper compares two visibility analyses for the ancient Maya site of Copan, Honduras. One 
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analysis has two components: (1) viewshed analysis of ancient ‘reconstructed’ Copan using an Ur-

ban DEM and spatial modeling to simulate ancient plant distribution and (2) viewshed analysis of the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site without 3D building reconstructions (beyond site center).  

Visibility Analysis—Application & Methods 

As early as 1000-800 BCE, the ancient Maya constructed massive and elaborate ceremonial archi-

tecture in present-day Central America. Initially such construction was carried by semi-sedentary 

people, who eventually began to permanently settle resulting in processes leading to urbanism. 

While the existence of Maya cities is no longer debated, studies of ancient Maya urbanism are still 

in the nascent stages, particularly in terms of daily interaction and sensory experience. Research 

has begun to shift from morphological analysis emphasizing the built environment as a backdrop to 

performance to spaces of agency that actively shape society via sensory experience.  To explore 

the role of visibility in shaping ancient Maya experience in the past and comparing it to the contem-

porary visual experience at a UNESCO World Heritage Site, this paper focuses on Copan. During 

the Classic Maya period, Copan was a cosmopolitan center at the edge of the Maya world; since 

1980 it has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site, critical to Honduras’ tourism economy. Its contin-

ued designation requires adherence to UNESCO regulations and ongoing assessments for cultural 

management plans. However, as Figure 1 shows only the circled area is designed as a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site reflecting ongoing challenges to the establishment of protective buffer zones.  

 

Fig. 1. Archaeological Site of Copan, Honduras; red circle indicates UNESCO designation 

As for ancient Maya cities, they are often deemed as practicing urban-agrarianism. Evidence sug-

gests that the ancient Maya had urban gardens and orchards intermixed with residences that were 

interspersed among and aligned to natural topographic features such as hills and mountains. While 

the degree of deforestation is hotly debated in the Maya region, it is essential to include topographic 
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and vegetation data for visibility analysis to explore ancient Maya perceptions and experiences in 

relation to sociopolitical control. Yet, while vegetation likely had an impact on visibility in ancient 

Maya cities in most cases, the visibility was much greater than today. For example, at Copan, the 

forest is protected for environmental and cultural reasons. The result is that the site (or at least the 

main civic-ceremonial complex) is much less visible than in the past (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Archaeological Site of Copan, Honduras; left shows vegetation cover; right shows vegetation removed 

The methods employed use GIS and include statistical methods for spatial modeling of plant distri-

bution based on altitude, soil, paleobotanical, Lidar, and archaeological settlement data to simulate 

the urban environment at Late Classic Copan (ca. 700-800 CE).  Viewsheds are calculated across 

a 25 km2 area, representing the city center and immediate surrounding area. Three viewsheds are 

calculated: (1) A viewshed using ancient Urban DEM without vegetation; (2) a viewshed using an-

cient Urban Dem with simulate plant communities; and, (3) a viewshed using modern Lidar data and 

2D site locations (not reconstructed). Overall, the results and interpretations focus on highlighting 

experiential differences afforded by visibility in the past and the present using computational ap-

proaches.  
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